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Public expenditure plans and likely 
future trends 

• The period 2000 to 2010 saw a 50% increase in real 
terms public expenditure 

• Unparalleled in modern history 

• The Chancellor’s deficit reduction policy is the key 
driver 

• Reaffirmed during this week’s party conference  

• UK public borrowing has been running at 8-10% of GDP 
• Debt rising towards 100% of GDP 

• Deficit in 2012-13 will exceed planned levels 

• Change in future spending against this background 



Reducing the deficit 

• CSR 2010: broadly an 80:20 split between 
spending cuts and tax increases 

• Largest reductions concentrated on: 
• Capital  

• Local Government revenue 

• Whitehall core 

• The expected longer-term impact of this 
pattern is leading to serious efforts to produce 
efficiencies 

• Outsourcing; joint provision; improved procurement 



Where are we now? 

• UK is now (just) 18 months into the ‘new 
world’ of public sector austerity 

• The next CSR will inevitably extend the period 
over which UK public spending falls (or 
doesn’t rise) 

• Hard to see the current pattern being changed 
till, at the earliest, 2017-18 

• But, austerity could last till 2020 
• PM has signalled as much 



Thus, spending pressures 

• Local government reduced revenue spending by 3% 
(cash) in 2011-12 and 3% (cash) in 2012-13 

– 6% over two years = 12-15% in real terms 

» However, much more for some authorities 

– Bigger reductions in cities than rural areas 

– LG employment already down to below 1998 levels 

– Council tax ‘freeze’ and further spending squeeze in 2013-14 

• Police and fire authorities face slightly smaller, though 
still real, cuts 

• Central government-funded services have been 
somewhat protected 

– NHS facing ‘flat’ real terms spending -  a massive challenge 

– Schools will see marginal real terms reductions, though these may well get worse 

– Social security expenditure rising sharply (but not for much longer) 



Pressures on expenditure will be extended 
and profound  

• Revenue cuts will limit new LG capital spending 
– Demands of debt servicing and operating costs will be 

a major restraint on capital activity, despite 
government desire to increase investment 

• Some (limited) hope from local government 
finance reform for revenue 

• Business rate retention 

• Possibility of using longer-term tax revenue flows to 
underpin expenditure 

• But, no certainty about ‘new’ RSG 
» Depends on economic growth (not good) 



Local government funding reform 

• ‘Non-domestic rate retention’ is the primary 
objective 

• Councils will keep 50% of their NDR yield 
• ‘Tariffs’ and ‘Top ups’ to achieve ‘no change’ in Year 1 

(2013-14) 

• Part of overall NDR yield kept by central 
government to ensure LG expenditure fits 
Chancellor’s spending plans 

 



Consequences of ‘equalisation’ in current 
LG funding system 

• Over many years, England has evolved 
sophisticated equalisation grants 

• Near ‘full’ equalisation for differences in 
assessed needs and taxable capacity 
(‘resources’) 

• As a consequence, any increase in the local tax 
base is ‘equalised away’ 

– Thus, no incentive to increase tax base 

– Labour government’s ‘LABGI’ experiment 



Incentives 

• Councils will keep growth in their NDR yield, 
as tax base grows (also New Homes Bonus) 

– Though, any underlying relative growth at the point of 
revaluation will not be retained 

» Possibility that revaluation might be delayed? 
– Good for authorities such as Birmingham, Manchester and 

Newham with opportunities to develop new sites 

• Limits on growth for authorities with 
relatively large NDR bases 

– % growth in NDR yield from year to year will determine 
maximum growth in income/expenditure  

– Thus, high-NDR authorities pay a ‘levy’ on their growth 

• Also protection for any authorities with low 
growth or falling RVs 



CSR 2013 

• Inevitable continuation of pressures to reduce 
real terms public expenditure 

– Largest reductions in local government, capital expenditure 

– Probably less protection than in CSR 2010 for NHS, schools, defence, 
social security 

• Slower growth in 2012 and 2013 will mean 
further constraint after 2014 

– Recent quarter GDP figures suggest even lower growth 

– This week’s IMF forecasts not good… 



If there is continuing Eurozone 
trouble… 

• Even slower growth, or continued recession 

• Larger public sector deficit, increased public 
debt 

• Requirement for continuing austerity: 
• Local government to face a further 20% cut in real 

terms, possibly more 

• Police, fire to face real reductions till the early 2020s 

• NHS, schools to face zero real terms rise (or worse) to 
2020 – and possibly increasing cuts to employee 
numbers  



Conclusions 

• A period of public sector constraint without 
parallel… 

• However, a realisation across politics that decent 
infrastructure is key to a ‘new’ new economy 

• Though, capital spending reduced overall 
• Need for easier private sector capital investment 

• Can the existing path for LG revenue spending 
really be delivered? 

• Overall cut of 30%+ between 2010 and 2020… 
• Possible shift of cuts to other services after 2014-15? 

• Hard to predict what local government will look 
like by, say, 2022 
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